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Abstract. This paper introduces eResearch workflow tools as a model for the
research community studying free and open source software and its develop-
ment. The paper first introduces eResearch as increasingly practiced in fields
such as astrophysics and biology, then contrasts the practice of research on free
and open source software. After outlining suitable research data sets the paper
introduces a class of tools known as scientific workflow frameworks, focusing
on one—Taverna—and introducing its features. To further explain the tool a
complete workflow used for original research on FLOSS is described. Finally
the paper considers the trade-offs inherent in these tools.1

eResearch refers to a set of scientific practices and technologies, sometimes called
eScience or Cyberinfrastructure, which allow distributed groups of scientists to bring
to bear large shared data sets, computational resources and shared workflows for sci-
entific inquiry. A prototypical example of such research is the Upper Atmospheric
Research Collaboratory (UARC) and the NSF has produced a series of reports on
the topic (eg [4]). The hallmarks of eResearch are: a) broad community-level col-
laborations between distributed scientists, b) large-scale broadly available data sets c)
shared computational analysis tools and workflows, and d) replicable research with
clear provenance metadata.

While the FLOSS research community has taken some steps towards this goal we
have not yet fully embraced this model of inquiry. Given that we study highly effec-
tive distributed collaborators and collaborative technologies in the FLOSS community,
we have good understanding of solutions to the challenges faced by such distributed
collaborations. Figure 1 shows an envisioned workflow repository which allows the
discovery, replication, extension and publication of research workflows, drawing on
shared components. It is time to build further towards eResearch.

1 Current FLOSS research practices
A series of papers has examined the current research practices in the investigation of
FLOSS and its development [1, 2]2. In general this research has been, and continues

1 This work is supported by NSF grant #0708437. A longer version of this paper is available at
http://floss.syr.edu/publications/HowisonTavernaDemoIFIP.pdf

2 See also the report of the FOSSRRI workshop at http://fossrri.rotterdam.
ics.uci.edu/ and the Research Room @ FOSSDEM: http://libresoft.es/
Activities/Research_activities/fosdem2008
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Fig. 1. Envisioned improvements in FLOSS research practices
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to be, undertaken by separate groups and has involved substantial re-collection of very
similar data, usually through spidering Sourceforge or similar sites.

In the past three years significant progress has been made towards shared datasets
held in what have been called Repositories of Repositories [1]. At the IFIP 2.13 con-
ference in 2007 a workshop was held for research based on public databases, including
FLOSSMole and CVSanalY. In addition, the Notre Dame Sourceforge database dumps
are available under an academic sub-license. These data sources provide an excellent
foundation for moving research in this field towards eResearch. Figure 2 summarizes
the impressive and substantial amount of data available in these RoRs, and points out
gaps in data availability. Of course not all researchers use these databases, with many
continuing to spider their own data sets, especially outside of such communities as
IFIP 2.13 and the Mining Software Repositories workshops.
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Fig. 2. Table showing repositories available for FLOSS research
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While progress has been made in data availability there is little sharing of analyses,
including components that calculate important measures such as project effectiveness.
In general researchers have stuck to their (or perhaps to their graduate students) pre-
ferred data manipulation and statistical analysis tools, conducting in-house develop-
ment where required. Those researchers which have made their analysis components
and workflows available (such as [3] and [5]) have merely placed such bespoke tools
on project websites. This paper now turns to describe tools that can move research on
FLOSS towards increased collaboration and better research results.

2 Scientific workflow tools
There are a set of tools which contribute to solving the issues raised above. This section
introduces two: workflow tools and a community platform for distributed collaboration
around workflows.

Scientific workflow tools such as Taverna and Kepler support high-level program-
ming which binds together data sources and analysis steps. The basic principles of the
software are the same: steps in a workflow are undertaken by components which have
multiple input and output ports. Components are linked by joining the output ports of
one to the input ports of another. A workflow made up in such a manner can be repre-
sented simply as a flow diagram (See Figure 3, below) and is usually stored in a single
XML file. As with most programming environments, much of the usefulness of these
tools comes from their library of components which can be local (eg Java or R) or
remote (eg SOAP accessed web-services). The high-level composition also promotes
modularity in analysis development, believed to lead to easier collaboration and higher
quality products.

Taverna The proposed demonstration focuses on Taverna and uses workflows devel-
oped to address research questions about FLOSS development. Taverna is instanti-
ated as a stand-alone desktop application, written in Java and therefore cross-platform.
Workflows can also be run via a ‘headless’ server application.

The application has two main interface modes: one for the design of a workflow
and one for its execution. The design mode provides a list of available components,
the workflow definition, and an automatically rendered diagram of the workflow. Input
and output ports are typed through the familiar MIME typing system. For simplicity
and sharing, components can be grouped into sub-workflows, with a single set of input
and output ports.

Taverna supports workflows with both remote and local components. Remote ser-
vices can be gathered (‘scavenged’ in Taverna parlance) by entering URLs including
Web Services Description Language (WSDL), or from other workflows. It is antici-
pated that the development of remote services in the FLOSS domain will utilize the
WSDL/SOAP combination, standard in many server technologies. Taverna parses the
WSDL description file to make multiple components available, each with named input
and output ports.

Local services include a library of components dealing with standard operations
such as file IO, string and list manipulation. Customized local components can be
written in Java, via a scripting syntax called Beanshell, and in the statistical package
R. Data fed into a component’s input ports are available as local variables of the same
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name and, similarly, output is automatically taken from variables with the same name
as the output port at the end of a script. Workflows are able to incorporate typical flow
of control methods, such as iteration and conditional branching. There are no global
variables and components do not communicate except via their ports.

A designed workflow is executed by first providing any initial workflow inputs
(such as a set of FLOSS project names or sampling criteria). An animated step-by-step
process monitor summarizes analysis progress until the final outputs of the workflow
are displayed. One excellent feature of the software is that during and after the exe-
cution, the full set of intermediate input and output variables can be viewed for each
component, significantly improving workflow debugging and verification. An XML
status report is available for each component, and the full set of status, intermediate
and final results can be saved as an XML file for archiving or sharing.

Taverna provides significant metadata facilities. Firstly, a workflow or component
designer can provide metadata about the workflow or individual ports, both in unstruc-
tured text descriptions and using scientific ontologies based on RDF/OWL. Secondly,
the system provides a unique identifier for the workflow and a unique identifier for
each and every workflow execution. These identifiers are standardized by the Object
Management Group and can be used in papers to point to a specific workflow as well
as the specific execution used to produce the results in the paper.

The group that developed Taverna has also developed a social networking site
called MyExperiment to encourage sharing of workflows. The site allows the creation
of profiles for individual researchers, groups (such as our FLOSS group), and the up-
load of Taverna workflows. Users can tag their contributed workflows with metadata
for discovery and can download, rate, and comment on workflows. If the workflow is
later used as a sub-workflow, a citation is displayed on the site.

Example workflow The authors are working to replicate a small number of FLOSS
studies with Taverna workflows. These studies draw on large federated data sets
(FLOSSMole, CVSanalY and the Notre Dame dumps) and will assist in the prototyp-
ing of SOAP access and a library of reusable local components. The discussion below
presents a workflow prepared for a companion scientific paper [6], also published in
these proceedings.

The workflow draws on FLOSSmole data to produce a time-series graph of social
network centralization through a project’s lifetime, based on evidence from project
communications. Figure 3 shows the workflow graphic saved directly from Taverna.
Workflow inputs are boxed at the top, and the final graphical output boxed at the bot-
tom. There are three types of components used: 1) WebServices accessed via SOAP
(eg GetPeriods) 2) Rshell components (eg CalculateWeight) and 3) Local components
used for splitting XML results and managing iteration.

The basic flow is as follows. The user specifies a project and a start and end date,
for which GeneratePeriods provides a set of overlapping periods. Then for each pe-
riod, the events (dated from-to relations in project communications) are accessed from
FLOSSmole by EventsForProjectInPeriod, which returns an XML document of the
events. The XML is split into individual events, used by CalulateWeight to calcu-
late a recency based edge weight, such that less recent events are lower weighted.
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Fig. 3. An example Taverna workflow for analysis of FLOSS communications social networks
over time, saved directly from the Taverna interface

The MatrixBuilderR component uses the dates and weights to generate an aggregated
socio-matrix. A local Rserve instance uses the matrix to calculate network centraliza-
tion, which is passed with an associated date to the CentralizationPlot component to
produce a time-series graph and summary measures. The workflow and the workflow
execution XML files that produced this diagram are available in the FLOSSmole SVN
(see [6]).

3 Conclusion
The combination of growing large-scale public data sets and workflow tools such as
Taverna and MyExperiment.org present a great opportunity for eResearch on FLOSS
and its development. There are, of course, issues to be worked through, including a)
building common interfaces to public datasets, b) creating ontologies for naming parts
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of datasets, such as project and developer identifiers, c) incorporating metadata gath-
ered about projects, such as their patch submission procedures and the location of
their repositories at different times and d) incorporating social science data, such as
content analytic schemas. While data sets and demonstrations are vital to encourag-
ing researcher involvement, editors and reviewers should feel empowered to request
complete workflows and insist that papers draw on available datasets, where available.

There are clearly trade-offs in standardizing on analysis technologies. For exam-
ple, there is a substantial store of experience and skills with individual researcher’s
tools of choice. Standardization promotes collaboration but also asks research groups
to move towards the standard tools, in order to benefit from the work of the collabora-
tors. While standardization has some costs, the benefits of the collaboration it supports
aren’t limited to working with other research groups. Many groups have also had the
experience of losing their main programmer, subsequently facing a lack of knowledge
about their own systems. Indeed while it is commonly acknowledged that any form
of collaboration can benefit from standardization, it is also true that programmers re-
turning to their own work months later can also benefit from standardized approaches,
enabling one to quickly build on one’s own earlier work.

eResearch presents a significant opportunity for research on FLOSS development.
This paper outlines what is meant by a call for a move towards eResearch techniques
and describes tools and ongoing work to kickstart that process. Finally it proposes a
demonstration session for the IFIP 2.13 conference in 2008 to make these ideas and
tools concrete to the FLOSS research community.
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